
A Problem-Solving Framework for the Relationship Economy

ASK4™ may be…(the     questions    that find…) the ANSWER You Need!

ASK4™ is…

    * …a way to find
    * …the answers YOU need
    * …and the people who CARE

ASK4™ is a simple and effective
process improvement, project
engagement, and knowledge
management system.

o Uses four familiar and
ubiquitous questions as its
core process

o Uses two ‘who’ questions
(with sub-categories) to
identify stakeholders

ASK4™
1. Collects anecdotal information from all stakeholders
2. Recognizes facts and feelings about current and desired state
3. Uses Reverse-Engineering to analyze each state
4. Objectively determines Root Cause for each state
5. Re-states the root cause consensus in actionable terms
6. Tracks progress of the chosen actions toward desired state
7. Captures any encountered issue as a new item to be analyzed/resolved

ASK4™ -  it’s Simply Profound – and Profoundly Constructive

o Engages casual comments in a structured collaboration framework
o Assembles and organizes self-managed shared-interest communities
o Global participants cooperatively analyze each step and manage interactions
o Enables equitable representation and influence over THEIR U-Netted Nations™
o Leverages captured knowledge into insight, participation into global progress
o Transforms CASUAL dialogue into ‘CAUSE-ual’ results and global understanding!
o Ensures an objective, self-governing and self-correcting approach

ASK4™ can be deployed to identify and resolve issues and then to establish, co-manage,
and correct or replace whatever processes occur within its ecosystem.

By its use, knowledge can become syndicated, web sites can become inter-operable and
their visitors become active co-managers of a self-correcting system that co-governs
their mutually beneficial universe (U-Netted Nations™).

“Question Prior Answers” - it’s Liberating !

NOTE:     http://unettednations.wordpress.com/ASK4    
While this website is my personal initiative, the ASK4™ approach is a participant-
managed collaboration platform and the U-Netted Nations™ is the result of our
‘Collaboration On Purpose’. My voice becomes one in a million - immediately.
CONTACT:     GSBigger@yahoo.com      - all rights reserved
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